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The Early Eastern Aryan Settlements 
 

Paikos: The Peasant Militia of Eastern India and Their 
Larger Linkages 

Ethnonyms- the community names, Toponyms- the place names and Anthroponomy- the 
people names have a close association with each other. The People of India (POI) project 
establishes that nearly nine percent of the communities of India derive their names from 
the village (mool) or territory of their origin from where they migrated.1 In this context 
territory denotes a place name, a village or an area. Hence, it presupposes that super 
imposing of ethnonyms and their connected designations on the corpus of Indian place 
names might throw interesting light on the spatial distribution of a particular community, 
their probable place of origin and routes of migration.   
 
The place names are considered to be providing a ‘fossil representation’ of an 
immemorial past. The structure of names and naming patterns, including surnames and 
titles, is intrinsic to a community, and is also suggestive of existence of larger linkages.2  
Keeping this intimate net-works of names and their utility in assessing past migrations in 
view, this paper intends to investigate the ethnonyms Paiko and Khandait and their 
synonyms, surnames and titles and trace their reflection on the place names of India- with 
a special focus on Orissa. And through this we seek to address the following objectives. 

q To validate the intimate relationship between the place names, caste and 
community names, surnames and titles. 

q  To map the Khandait/Paiko community’s ‘larger linkages’ within India and 
elsewhere. 

 
Paiko is the ethnonym of a group of people currently distributed in different parts of 
Orissa, Bihar, Jharkand, Chattisgarh and West Bengal. Paikalu- is reported as a Telugu 
caste name in 1881 census.3 The Census Reports of colonial India attest the ethnonym as 
Paik whereas the POI project notes the name as Paiko. 4 However, the designation Paiko 
is verily pronounced and spelt as Paika in Oriya. The designation Khandait is considered 
synonym of Paiko.5 The ethnonym Khandait itself has been studied separately in POI 
wherein the designations Khandait Paik and Oriya are reported as synonyms of Khandait 
in the context of West Bengal.6 Risley notes Khandait-Paik, Khandayat and Bhuiya-Paik 
to be synonyms of Khandait.  
 
Khandait is the generic title of the feudal militia of Orissa. It is generally held that the 
designation Khandait (Khandayat) means a ‘swordsman’ from Oriya word khanda, ‘a 
sword’.7 The leading members of Khandait community ‘claim to be descended from a 
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band of pure Kshatriyas who came in as conquerors from northern India.’8 However, 
Beames did not consider Khandaits to be ‘really a distinct caste’.9 Risley sums up- what 
he gathers to be the view of Beames- that Khandaits appear to be ‘a heterogeneous group, 
made up at the one end of Aryan immigrants from upper India and at the other of recruits 
from a number of indigenous non-Aryan tribes’.10 Risley further suggests that “the 
Khandait caste is for the most part if not entirely, composed of Bhuiyas of the southern 
tribe, whose real identities have been disguised under a functional name, while their 
customs, their religion, and in some cases even their complexion and features have been 
modified by long contact with Hindus of relatively pure Aryan descent.”11 Stirling, while 
reporting on Paiks (Paikos) had earlier expressed a similar view.12 Dalton considers 
Khandaits of Singbhum, Gangpur, Bonai, Keonjhur (Kendujhar) and Bamra to be 
‘Hinduized Bhuiyas’ and disputes their claim to be Rajputs and rates them to be bearing 
the ‘Turanian type of feature.’13 Russell equates Khandaits with Marathas and Paiks and 
qualifies them as ‘a caste formed from military service’.14 He further suggests that 
Khandaits were recruited for the most part originally from the Dravidian tribes but 
obtained a considerable rise in status owing to their occupation and the opportunity, 
which had been afforded to many of them to become landholders.15  
 
Purnachandra Odia Bhasakosha (POB)- a Oriya lexicon provides some curious inputs 
regarding the heterogeneity of Khandait caste fabric. The compiler holds  ‘Khandaeta’ to 
be a title and not a distinct caste and is of the view that the word khandaeta has ‘no 
mythological or historical base’ unlike chasa –the cultivators.16 The term Paika basically 
means, ‘a foot-soldier’. POB provides three meanings: 1.Foot-soldier (Padatika); 2.Peon, 
footman; 3. A caste of Khastriyas, inhabiting,Khurda, and the hilly states of Orissa.17 
Oriya language has certain expressions associated with Paikos. The travelers’ tale, which 
eulogizes the heroic exploits of Paikos, is known as Paika Kahani and the service land 
granted to a Paika is called Paika Jagiri. The second Khurdha rebellion of 1817 against 
English rule is termed with pride as Paika Bidroha ( Paika rebellion).  
 
Stirling provides the earliest western account. He describes the Paikos as a “landed 
militia…combined with the most profound barbarism, and the blindest devotion to the 
will of their chiefs, a ferocity and unquiet ness of disposition, which have ever rendered 
them an important and formidable class of the population of the province”.18 Russell 
describes Paikos as ‘the rough militia of the Uriya (Oriya) Rajas, a sort of rabble half 
military and half police like the Khandaits’.19 “The Paiks were the rank and file, mainly 
recruited from the forest tribes, and they are counted as a comparatively low caste, 
though to strangers they profess to be Rajputs”, he says further.20 Drawing inference from 
the sept or family names, Russell suggests a mixed descent to Paikos of Orissa.21 
   

Paiko or Paika in the Toponomy of Orissa: 
The names of the communities, occurring as such as place names, or forming part of the 
place names-mostly as prefix- is a toponymic feature observed in most part of the 
country. Considering the fact that the designations Paika/Paiko and Khandait have close 
association with Orissa as attested by POI project and Census Reports I scanned the place 
names of Orissa as in Census 1991 and found 71 places having ‘Paika’ as a prefix to their 
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names.22 The lists of ‘Paika’ prefixed place names in Orissa is given at Appendix-1.  A 
search for ‘Paiko’ prefixed place names reveals five instances in Orissa. 23 Paiki is 
another appellation used to denote ‘of Paika’ in the context of place names of Orissa for 
Paiki is a MWPN in Kalahandi; Paikia Nora and Paiki Barabati are place names in 
Cuttack district. In five occasions the ethnonym Paika is spelt as ‘Paik’- without the 
euphonic ‘a’ ending.24 It is relevant to note that in the Census of colonial era (1881, 1901, 
1911, 1931) the designation Paik was reported as Paik and POI project hold Paiko to be 
the equivalent of Paik.25  
 
 
The community designation Paika / Paiko has a close link with the designation, Khandait 
for in Bihar, Khandait is considered synonym of Paiko and in West Bengal the 
designations Khandait Paik and Oriya are considered Synonyms of Khandait. The fact 
that the linguistic-regional designation ‘Oriya’ is considered synonym of Khandait in 
West Bengal will point to the numerical predominance and probable rooted-ness of 
Khandaits in Orissa. This suggestion is validated by the preponderance of occurrence of 
Paika / Paiko prefixed place names in Orissa. Considering this close link between the 
designations Paiko / Paiko and Khandait we may now trace the reflection of Khandait in 
the place names of Orissa.  
 
Unlike Paiko/Paika, the ethnonym Khandait is used as a toponymic material very 
scarcely. In Orissa  Khandait is used  as a place name material only  twice, - Khandaita in 
Balasore and Khandait Patkira in Cuttack.  Khandayat seems to be a variant of Khandait 
in view of ‘i’ > ‘y’ interchangeability and there is a village called Grama Khandayat in 
Puri district of Orissa.  Again, Khandaeta is a village in Cuttack district and Khandaeta is 
nothing but a variant of Kandait. Khandaeta is used as a suffix in the place name Dari 
Khandaeta that occurs again in Cuttack district.  

Group and Sub group names in Indian Toponymy: 
With regard to ethnonym Khandait, POI lists the following designations namely Chasa 
Khandait, Khandait Paik, Masi Khandait, Orh and Sresta Khandait as the Groups/Sub 
groups. 26 Risley furnishes the following list of –what he terms as the sub-castes- of 
Khandait community found in different regions of Orissa: Chasa or Orh-Khandait, 
Mahanaik or Sresta-Khandait (Balasore and Cuttack); Bhanja-Khandait, Harichandan 
Khandait (Puri); Khandait-Paik, Sresta-Khandait (Orissa Tributary States). Risley’s list 
for areas, which were under other Provinces is as follows: Das- gharia (Saranda of 
Singbhum); Pancha-gharia (Chota-Nagpur), Panchsau-gharia (Gangpur) and Pandrasau-
gharia (Gangpur, Bonai, Bamra and Sambalpur). These four sub-groups are clubbed 
together under a collective identity called Bar-gohri and another category -Chhot-gohri is 
reported from Chota Nagpur.27 
  
Risley informs that the Khandait sub-castes of Orissa ‘seem to be based on the social 
difference between the Mahanaiks or Sresta Khandaits holding large jagir tenures, who 
represent the officers of the ancient militia, and the rank and file of that body who now 
bear the Chasa-Khandait, Orh-Khandait, or Khandait-Paik, and occupy the lower position 
Chaukidars and ordinary cultivators.28 As we set out to study the origin and spread and 
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linkages of a dominant peasant-militia class of Orissa, it is imperative to touch upon the 
internal divisions of Chasa caste. The term chasa in Oriya denotes, ‘cultivation’ and 
chasi means ‘a cultivator’. The caste known exclusively as Chasa is divided into 
following sub-divisions: 1. Orha (odra) Chasa or Mundi Chasa- both the words Orha and 
Mundi mean ‘original’ or ‘first’; 2.Penda Kalasa Chasa; 3. Dahi Kalasa Chasa; 4. Sukar 
Lachha Chasa; 5. Benatia Chasa.29 Risley suggests a non-Aryan descent to Odra Chasa. 
There is a view that “the forefathers of Odra Chasa were known as Odha, who had 
migrated from the Bastar and Jeypore regions to different districts of Orissa, where they 
were granted Jagir lands by the Rajas of Orissa for the service they rendered to the States 
as Padatika (foot soldier). Later on they settled down and began to cultivate the soil”.30  
The Benatia Chasas claim a higher social status than the other classes of Chasa. Apart 
from these there is another group of Chasas who claim themselves to be Suda (pure) 
Chasa and do not accept water from the hands of other classes of Chasa. However, such 
restriction is not observed between Benatia and Suda groups of Chasas. The Orha Chasas 
eat  field- crab which is avoided by as food item among the Suda Chasas. The women of 
Orha Chasa caste wear brass bangles irrespective of their economic status. In a way it is a 
caste identity.  The significance of this can be understood from the fact that in 1935 in the 
assembly of Mahanayakas Sudras (suda Chasa) a resolution was passed forbidding their 
‘worthy women’ (kulin stri) from wearing brass bracelets (kharu). The assembly ordered 
further that they should wear glass bangles and chain necklace instead. It was customary 
among the Chasa women to wear brass bangles and necklaces made of coins. This 
resolution of Mahanayak Sudra assembly indicates the conscious efforts on their part to 
disassociate themselves from Orha Chasas.  
 
POI, which has studied Paiko as a separate community, identifies Nicha (impure) and 
Ucha (pure) as the two broader groups of Paiko in the context of Bihar.31 And, with 
regard to Orissa, POI lists Barhatika, Dulia, Katia, Puti and, Rana as sub groups.32 E. 
Thurston adds another group called Bosuntia to the above list.33  Nityananda Patnaik 
indicates Orha Paika and Suda Paika to be the two divisions of Paika caste. This 
corresponds to the POI classification of Nicha (impure) and Ucha (pure).  
 
As in the case of community names, the group and subgroup names also have an intimate 
association with the place names. At times, the groups and subgroups derive their name 
from the place of origin or their original settlement from where they migrated to new 
areas. In some cases habitats are named after a particular group or subgroup, which has a 
dominant presence in that settlement. In fact the smaller denominations such as group and 
subgroup names find their place in place names more often than the larger denominations 
like community names or other linguistic-regional identities. The reason is very simple 
and straight. The place names are essentially functional in nature and they help to create a 
specific identity, which differentiates one village from another within an ethno-local 
context. Thus names of the habitats are derived more often from the names of smaller 
exogamous units, septs and clans than from the names of larger, collective identities.  
 
Keeping this in view I scanned the corpus of Indian place names to find whether the 
groups/subgroups of Paiko/Khandait community have any bearing on the place names. 
The study reveals the following distribution trends:  A complete list of place names 
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which I consider to be associated with group/sub-group designations of Paiko / Khandait 
community is given in Appendix- 2. Hence, except the place names that are crucial for 
discussion and are indicative of some significant trend are not quoted on the body of this 
article. 
 

q Chasa is an important appellative in the context of present study, for Chasa 
Khandaits form the bulk of Orissa’s population. In Orissa, Chasa as a prefix 
occurs eighteen times. Out of this  Chasa Khanda is a place name that occurs 
five times and Chasa Khand three times. Considering that Chasa Khandait is 
the dominant group identity of Khnadait population of Orissa the above names 
are given a detailed treatment in 4.2 ***  

 
q Masi Khandait is a group name of Khandait community. Khandait being the 

common designation the prefix Masi has to be the specific identity. There are 
two villages named as Masi gaon (Kalahandi)  and Masi Padar (Koraput) in  
Orissa. Besides, Masina occurs as a MWPN once in Orissa. As a prefix 
Masina occurs as many as 12 times. 

 
q Bamra -a sub group name- occurs as a MWPN twice in Orissa and both are in 

Sambalpur district. 
 
q Banja as a MWPN once in Orissa (Cuttack). Besides, Banja occurs as a prefix 

in five more occasions in Orissa It is relevant to note that the designation 
Banja has a significant relevance in the history of Orissa due to Banja kings. 
*** 

q Bonai the sub group name forms part of the place name Bonai Garh 
(Sundargarh) as a prefix.  Bonei seems to be a variant of Bonai for Boneikela 
occurs as a place name twice in Sundargarh, Orissa where Bonaigarh occurs. 
The interchangeability of ‘a’ and ‘e’ in the medial position has other parallels 
in IA  

 
q  Certain subgroups of Khandait community have a designation that ends with 

‘gharia’ such as Das Gharia, Panchsau Gharia, Pandrasau Gharia etc., Our 
study reveals that such designations have their reflection on place name as 
well that too in the context of Paika community. In Sambalpur district of 
Orissa there are two villages named as Dasa Gharia and of them one is called 
Dasa Gharia –Paiki and another Dasa Gharia- Rayati. This gives insight into 
the social division of Khandait community into Paika (militia) and Rayata or 
Chasa (peasant).  Besides, Dasa Gharia as a common sub-group designation 
might have come into being even before the emergence of occupation based 
social divisions such as Paika and Chasa within the composite Khandait 
community. 

q POI lists Barhatika as a subgroup name of Paiko. Barhati means ‘big 
elephant’. There is a place called Barhatipura in Kendujar district of Orissa. 
Hati is used as a title in the personal names of people who belong to *** 
community. 
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q Dulia is listed as a subgroup of Paiko. Dhulia, which seems to be a variant of 
Dulia occurs as a MWPN once in Orissa(Mayurbhanj). Besides, Dhulia occurs 
as a prefix in three more occasions (Dhenkanal-2, Sambalpur-1). 

q Katia is a subgroup name of Paiko. In Orissa, we come across a place named 
as Katiaput in Koraput district and ‘put’ being an oft-repeated place name 
generic in Koraput region Katia is the obvious place name specific. It may be 
relevant to note that Khatti is one of the four tribal clans of the Bhuiyas of 
Keonjar34 and Edward Tuite Dalton suggests a Bhuiya origin to the Khandaits 
while disputing their claim to a Rajput descent.35 Risley holds a similar 
view.36We come across seven villages named as Khatti in Raipur district of 
MP and in the same district there is a place called Khattidih. Khatti Mari is a 
place in Koch Bihar district of West Bengal. Hewit connects the Buniyas of 
Raipur to the Bhuiyas of Garhjat estates37 and hence the linkage between 
Buiyas/Buniyas/Khandait and the sub group name Khatti/Kati is obvious. The 
distribution patterns of Khatti/Kati prefixed place names also prove this point. 
*** 

q Dalton lists Dandasena as a tribal clan division of Bhuiyas whom he links to 
Khandaits. In Orissa, Dandasena occurs as a prefix in three occasions.  

q Putia occurs as a prefix twice in Orissa (Sambalpur, Kalahandi). 
q POI lists Rana as a subgroup of Paiko. In Orissa, Rana as a place name 

material is used as a prefix in as many as 47 instances. 
q In Sambalpur area of Orissa, a section of Khandaits are also known by the 

name Kulta.  And, there is a village called Kulta (Sundargarh) and there are 
four other place names in which Kulta is used as a  prefix (Sambalpur, 
Bolangir and Phulbani). It is relevant to note that Kulta prefixed place names 
are confined to those areas where the Khandaits are known as Kultas and with 
this, the relationship between place names and caste and community names 
gets further established.  

q Paikali is a group of Khandaits in Orissa. Their presence is noticed in Ganjam 
area. When it comes to place names Paikali as a place name occurs twice 
(Mayurbhanj)  but not in Ganjam. This could be a pointer to intra-regional 
mobility of Paikali group within Orissa. ***  

 

Surnames: 
A surname is defined as a ‘name common to all members of a family, the additional 
name of descriptive or allusive value attached to a person…becoming hereditary (as 
common to all members of the family).’38 POI project that has studied 12, 893 surnames 
in India acknowledges the mutually contributive relationship between surnames and place 
names.39  Hence, it is anticipated that a systematic documentation of use of surnames of a 
particular community in different areas should give an idea about the geographical 
dispersal of that community. 
 
 According to POI, the surnames Baliar, Marathi, Ranasing and Singh are in use among 
the Khandaits of Orissa. In West Bengal, Bera, Chowdhury, Ghosh, Mahapatra, Maiti, 
Mallick, Mudli, Pani, Roy and Suim are listed as the surnames of the same community.40 
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With regard to ethnonym Paiko POI lists Khandait as a surname of Paiko in the context 
of Bihar and Baradi, Goladi, Gunta, Hantal, Khara, Khila, Khinbudi, Nayek, Pangi, 
Sarenda and Sukri in the context of Orissa.41  I scanned the corpus of place names of 
Orissa and found the following pattern of use.  

q In Orissa, Baliar does not  occur as a MWPN. However, we come across place 
names such as  Baliarpur (Baleswar) and Baliarsinghpur (Ganjam). 

q Marathi is in fact a variant of Maharathi. In Orissa, we come across a place 
called Maharathapur in Puri district. Marathapalli is a village in Ganjam 
district of Orissa. 

q Ranasing as a prefix occurs five times in Orissa.  
q Singh is a very common surname among many communities in India. POI 

project observes: “Going by the usage, Singh is more a title than a surname, 
cutting across communities and religious groups. For example, the surname 
Singh/Sinh and Sinha derived from Simha (lion) was adopted by many castes, 
and thus tended to obfuscate caste identities”42 While surnames such as 
Ranasingh and Baliarsingh can be stated to be unique identities of 
Khandait/Paiko communities it is not the case with ‘Singh’. Hence, a detail 
study of Singh as a place name may not contribute much to the objective this 
paper and hence not discussed. 

q POI marks Mahapatra as a surname of Khandaits. Whereas in Orissa, 
Mahapatra as a surname is adopted by many communities including Brahmins 
and Khandaits. As a place name prefix Mahapatra appears only in two 
instances and both are in Orissa- Mahapatrabalanda in Sambalpur and 
Mahapatrabasa in Phulbani. 

q Muduli as a prefix occurs eight times in Orissa (Koraput-6, Puri-1, Ganjam-1, 
Kendujar-1). 

q POI lists Baradi as a surname of Paiko. In Orissa, Baradi occurs 12 times as a 
prefix. 

q Goladi is a Paiko surname. Goladia is a place name in Balasore district, which 
has a sizable Paiko population. 

q The surname Gunta is used as a prefix in place names such as Guntaput, 
Guntaguda, Guntawada occur in Koraput district of Orissa. 

q Sarenda is reported as a surname of Paiko. Saranda as a MWPN occurs thrice 
in Orissa. Besides, the same is used as a prefix in seven more occasions The 
distribution pattern and other circumstantial evidences suggest that what POI 
notes as Sarenda and the place name Saranda are one and the same. 

q Sukri, the surname is used in place names such as Sukriguda and Sukriput in 
Orissa (Koraput). 

 
 

Titles: 
Title is defined as ‘distinctive name, personal appellation, hereditary or not, denoting or 
implying office.’43 POI has identified 2492 titles- and various rulers conferred many of 
them and those titles now survive as surnames. There are titles unique to certain 
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communities and some are unique to regions. There are some titles common to many 
castes and communities. 
POI lists Raul Roy, Rout Roy and Samant Roy as the titles of the Khandait people of 
Orissa. Risley provides separate lists of titles used by the Khandaits of Orissa and Chota 
Nagpur. The Orissa list is as follows: Bagha, Bahubalendra, Dakhin-Kabat, Daubarik, 
Garh-Naik or Garh-Sinha, Hati, Jena, Maharath or Maharathi, Malla, Mangaraj, Naik, 
Paschim Kabat, Praharaj, Ranasinha or Samarsinha, Raut, Rui, Samanta, Senapati, Sinha, 
and Uttar Kabat. The list for Chota Nagpur:  Amaut, Arha, Baraik, Behara, Gaunjhu, 
Kotwar, Mahapatra, Manjhi, Mirdaha, Naik, Ohdar, Patra, Pradhan and Raut.  
However, these lists can not be stated as exhaustive for during my  field study I have  
come across many unique titles of Khandait/Paiko community, which  have been left out 
in Risley’s report as well as in POI project. For example, the titles such as Paikaroy, 
Harichandan, Baliarsingh, Sundaroy, Pattsani, Mansing, Dala Behera etc are unique titles 
of Khandaits of Orissa. Titles such as Samal, Parida, Biswal, are also used by Khandaits. 
 
It is observed that the origin of caste and community titles can be traced to the names of 
their place of origin or earlier settlement and conversely  place names are also derived 
from the caste and community titles. Hence, a study of place name corpus from this angle 
might throw light on the settlement pattern and immigration routes of a particular 
community. Our study with regard to titles used by Khandait/Paiko community reveals 
the following pattern of distribution. 
 

q Harichandan is a typical Khandait/Paiko title in Orissa. There are 14 villages in 
Orissa named as Harichandanpur (at times spelt verily as Harichandanapur). The 
distribution of this place name (Baleswar-3, Kendujar-5, Puri-3, Ganjam-1, 
Cuttack-1 and Dhenkanal-1) seems to be in conformity with the distribution of 
Khandait/Paiko community within Orissa and hence, the link between title and 
place name- Harichnadan is obvious. The place name Harishchandanpur that 
occurs in Mayurbhanj seems to be a variant of Harichandanpur. Besides, Harish 
as a MWPN occurs twice (Cuttack). Harischandrapur is a place in Sundargarh 
district.  

q Paikarai is the name of a place in Ganjam district. There are ten villages named as 
Paikara Pur (Cuttack-7, Puri-2, Baleswar-1). Besides, we come across 
Paikarapalli in Ganjam and Paikarasahi in Puri. The pattern of distribution 
suggests that Paikara- with a semi-vowel drop in terminal- could be a variant of 
Paikarai.  

q Samantaraipur is a place in Balasore and we come across Samantarapur in 
Cuttack and Samantarapali in Sambalpur. Considering the Paikarai- Paikara 
parallel occurrence discussed above, the Samanatarapur could possibly be a 
variant of Samantaraipur. 

q Routara as a MWPN occurs thrice in Orissa- one each in Cuttack, Balasore and 
Mayurbhanj. Similarly, Routara Pur occurs thrice- one each in Balasore, Cuttack 
and Puri.  Routara gadia is a place name in Balasore. Routrapur occur twice in 
Balasore. On line with Paikarai →Paikara; Samantarai →Samantara, the place 
name  Routara could be treated as the variant of Routarai. 

q Sundara is a place name in Puri that can be associated with Sundarai.  
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q Baliarsingh, which is a typical Khandait/Paiko title, occurs as a place prefix in 

Baliarsingipur in Ganjam district.  
q Mansing Patana is a place name in Cuttack. 

 
q Samanta Singhar is a Khantait title and Samant Singhar Pur is a place name in 

Cuttack. There is another place called Samant Singar Pur in Puri. 
 

q Samanta is used as a prefix in place name Samanta pali in Sambalpur and 
Samantiapalli is a place in Ganjam.  

 
q Ranasing is Khandait/Paiko title and in Orissa  we come across five occurrences 

in which Ranasing is used as a prefix (Puri-2, Cuttack-2, Koraput-1).  
 

q Chhualasingh is a Khandait title which occurs as a place name in Balasore-namely  
Chhualsing. 

 
q Mangaraj is a typical Khandait title adopted mostly in coastal Orissa. Mangaraj 

appears as place name prefix in 23 instances in Orissa (Cuttack-12, Puri-7, 
Balasore-2, Ganjam-1, Kendujar-1). Mangraj is nothing but a variant with a vowel 
drop in the medial and occurs as a prefix twice (Cuttack-1, Balasore-1).  

q Praharaj is a Khandait title of Orissa. Praharaj as a place name prefix in 12 
instances in Orissa (Cuttack-5, Balasore-3, Puri-2, Dhenkanal-1, Mayurbhanj-1). 

 
q Gochhayat is a title used mostly by Khandaits. Gochha occurs as a MWPN four 

times in Orissa (Puri-2, Ganjam-2). Besides, Gochha appears as a prefix in 29 
more occasions (Phulbani-18, Puri-6, and Ganjam-5).  

q Dala Behera is considered an important military title of Paikos. Dala Behera 
Patana (Puri) and Dala Behera Sahi (Dhenkanal) and Dal Behera Munda 
(Sambalpur) are the place names in Orissa.  

q Behera as a title though shared by other communities in Orissa, still a popular title 
among the Khandaits.  Behera as a prefix occurs 51 times in Orissa. This includes 
three occurrences wherein Behera occurs as such as a MWPN. Behara seems to be 
variant of Behera and e>a interchangeability is a regular feature.  Behara as a 
prefix occurs in 2 instances in Orissa (Cuttack-1, Ganjam-1).  

 
q Raula, as a MWPN occurs once (Cuttack) and as a prefix thrice (Puri-2, Balasore-

1) in Orissa.   
q Parida occurs as a MWPN twice in Ganjam district and as a prefix once in 

Cuttack.  
 

q Jena as a prefix occurs in as many as 29 instances in Orissa (Cuttack-9, Puri-6, 
Ganjam-4, Kendujar-3, Balasore-3, Dhenkanal-2, Mayurbhanj-1, and Sambalpur-
1).  The distribution pattern shows total conformity to the demography. 
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q Samal occurs as a MWPN four times in Orissa (Dhenkanal-3, Puri-1).  Apart from 
this Samal as a prefix occurs in 12 more occasions (Dhenkanal-3, Ganjam-2, 
Bolangir-2, Cuttack-2, Puri-1, Balasore-1, and Sundargarh-1). 

 
q Pradhan is used as a prefix in 11 instances in Orissa (Koraput-7, Kalahandi-1, 

Phulbani-1, Sundargarh-1, and Sambalpur-1). 
 

q Swain as a place name material has been used twice in Orissa. Out of this Swain 
as such occurs in Koraput and Swain Khanda is a place name in Cuttack. The 
occurrence of Khanda as a suffix along with a Khandait title as a prefix for this 
might throw light on the genesis of ethnonym Khandait itself. 

 
q Biswal is a title used by Khandaits in Orissa. Biswal occurs as a place name prefix 

in eight places Orissa (Cuttack-4, Balasore-2, Puri-1, and Sambalpur-1). 
 
 

q Risley identifies Arha as a Khandait title. Arhanga is a place name in Orissa 
(Cuttack).  

 
q Bagha as a MWPN occurs in Puri. Besides,  Bagha as a prefix occurs in 74 

instances in Orissa (Bolangir-10, Balasore-4, Cuttack-8, Dhenkanal-8, Ganjam-8, 
Koraput-7, Kalahandi-1, Kendujhar-1, Mayurbhanj-10, Phulbani-6, Puri-4, 
Sambalpur-7 and Sundargarh-1). { A close study of Bagha prefixed place names 
in Orissa throws interesting light on the extra-larger linkages of Paikos. 
Baghasiuni is a place name in Koraput. Siuni is an unusual suffix not met with 
often in India. In whole of India, Siuni occurs as a place name only six times and 
out of which five are in tribal Orissa. The other one is in Himachal Pradesh. Siuni 
is a MWPN in Iran and in Orissa. This will prove the early migration of Indo-
Iranian people through north-west into eastern India.} 

 
 

q The term Kabata has a significant place in the glossary of Khandait/Paiko 
community of Orissa. In fact H.H. Risley bases his argument that the Khandait 
caste of Orissa is mostly composed of Bhuiyas, on the identical titles such as 
Uttar, Dakhin and Paschim-Kapat (sic) shared by the Bhuiyas of Singbhum and 
Khandaits of Orissa.44  In Orissa,  Kabata is used as a place name material thrice.  
There is a place called Kabata in Cuttack and Kabata Bandha is in the same 
district and Kabata Sil is in Koraput. Besides, there is a place called Chakae 
Kabatia in Puri. The claim of Khandaits of the Chota Nagpur Division (now in 
Jharkand) that they immigrated from Orissa some twenty generations ago (as 
reported by Risley in 1892)45 is in a way gets validated by this. 

 
q Mirdha as a place name prefix appears twice in Orissa - Mirdhapali in Sambalpur 

and Mirdhapur in Mayurbhanj district.   
 

q In Orissa Patra occurs as a prefix in 67 instances.   
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The Ranks of Paikos: 
In 1822, Stirling reported about the three fold ranks of Paikos of Orissa ‘distinguished by 
names taken from their occupations or the weapons which they use chiefly’.46 The three 
divisions are – the Pahris, the Banuas and the Dhenkiyas.  

q The Pahris ‘carry a large shield made of wood covered with hides and 
strengthened by knobs and circles of iron and the long straight national sword of 
Orissa, called the Khanda. They are stationed chiefly as guards’.47  Our search for 
Pahri as MWPN yields a singular occurrence in Gaya district of Bihar. Apart from 
this, Pahridih occurs as a place name in Bihar as many as 13 times and ‘dih’ being 
an oft-repeated suffix in Bihar ‘Pahri’ being the prefix in Pahridih is obvious. 
Besides, Pahriya is a place name in Varanasi in UP. In the context of Orissa, the 
designation ‘Pahri’ is pronounced and spelt as ‘Padhi’ and thus our search for 
Padhi as a place name material reveals seven such instances.48  

q The Banuas, according to Stirling, use a matchlog besides a small shield and 
sword. It was their duty to take the field principally and go on distant 
expeditions.49 Banua as a place name occurs only in Orissa- once as a MWPN and 
eight times as a prefix- and nowhere else in India.50 

q The Dhenkiyas, according to Stirling, are armed with bows and arrows and a 
sword and perform all sorts of duties.51 Dhenki occurs as a MWPN only once-in 
Basti district of Uttarpradesh. Besides, Dhenki occurs as a prefix nine times, of 
which eight occur in Orissa.52 

 
 
The fact that the designations of the three-fold ranks of Paikos occur as a place name 
material mostly in eastern India- more specifically in Orissa- validates the predominance 
of Khandaits in Orissa in comparison to other geographical areas of the country. 
However, we are not in agreement with the existing view that these ranks are 
distinguished by names taken from their occupations or the weapons, which they use 
chiefly. On line with the traditional view the Dhenkiyas are considered to have earned 
this name because they use Dhinki- the traditional husking pedal with lever. This seems 
to be the result of  ‘folk-etymology’, which aspires to interpret terms through known 
idioms even if it amounts to fabricate justification.  When it comes to weapons it seems 
Dhenkiya Paikas also use bows and arrows. Besides, the weaponry being used by Banua 
Paikas has undergone change to suit the time and requirement. Besides, the use of 
husking pedal has no military significance. Whereas the designations of these three fold 
ranks of Paikas appear as place names within Orissa and elsewhere. For example place 
name prefixes such as Banua and Dhenki are unique to Orissa. Besides, Banua appear as 
a MWPN in Orissa. Besides, Dhenki appears as MWPN in UP. Hence, we have reason to 
suggest that these ranks earned their designation from their original settlement name 
rather than from their weaponry or otherwise. Probably, these ranks that were identified 
by their place of origin might have specialized in different type of warfare through 
generations and hence their place name identity might have struck to them as the rank 
identity. 
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Distribution pattern and inferences: 
A map of Orissa indicating the co-ordinate points of occurrences of Paiko/Khandait 
community related place names is given as Plate-1. A spatial analysis of pattern of 
occurrence brings home the following points: 

q The frequency of occurrence is in conformity with the density of Khandait/Paiko 
population in different parts of the State. 

q There are some place names that are unique to Khandait/Paiko groups and sub-
groups appear in the tribal areas and hilly tracts of the State, which are not known 
for Khandait/Paiko presence. This deserves a focused study. The study of these 
names and a micro study of their socio-cultural environments might throw new 
lights on the ever-expanding process of acculturation or Aryanisation  to put it 
specifically. 

q  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
*** 
The pattern of occurrence of mono word place names such as Bena, Luna and 
Khanda suggest that probably these names contributed to the sub-group 
designations within Paiko/Khandait such as Benayat, Lunayat and Khandayat. 
Again, if Khadayat has to be associated with Khada- sword, then other two words 
also need to be associated with some other material objects. Accordingly, the 
designation Benayat is associated with Bena- kas kas, the vetiver and Luna with 
luna- salt. This poses some problem. The objects such as sword, salt and Kas Kas 
have nothing in common nor can they be held as totem objects. This interpretation 
is nothing but an attempt to explain the caste names through folk-etymology and 
nothing more than that. Alternatively, we would like to suggest that these 
designation to be having a direct association with the ancient place of origin or 
migration- i.e emigration point. 
 Khanda > Khadayat 
 Luna     > Lunayat 
 Bena     > Benayat 
And, this analogy seems to be probable in the case of Gochhayat- a title of 
Khandayat community in Oriss, for Gochha is a MWPN in Orissa. Same is the 
case with Pasayat, *** another Khandayat title. Pasa ***is a MWPN in Orissa 
and in Gujarat. We are not denying the possibility of the terms Khanda, Luna and 
Bena having associated with the  ‘sword’, the ‘salt’and the Kas Kas- but are 
suggesting that when these terms got their association with the caste names such 
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as Khandayat, Lunayat and Benayat, by virtue of being part of place names rather 
than having any direct significance.  (see Kosyat, Kushiyat in Garhwal) 
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